Index
Numerics
10-19J 12.4
266P-03x02 12.4
2-core-2, defined G.2
348-03 6.17, 6.18
9-42016 12.4

A
actuator
for flaps 23.9
Adel clamp
modifying for cables 21.20
aft, defined G.1
ailerons
balancing 4.20
bellcrank 7.3
bellcrank alignment 4.11, 7.13
clearance for crossover tube 15.9
connections 4.8, 7.16
control assemblies 7.3
control sticks 7.18
control stops 7.19
crossover tube 7.15
fitting to wing tips 10.7
fuselage openings 7.5
idler arm 4.13
inboard bellcrank support 7.4
installing bellcrank 7.7
installing servo 4.4
mounting bracket 4.15
pushrod clearance 4.19

pushrods 4.16, 7.12–7.14
servo wiring 23.17
setting to elevator controls 8.17
torque tube & rudder cable interference 7.9
torque tube angle 7.10
torque tube mounts 7.10
torque tubes 7.8–7.11
travel 4.16, 7.20
trim tab 4.5
air ducts 6.21
connecting 6.23
Air Force-Navy, defined G.1
air plenum chamber, defined 18.11
air scoop
installing 18.9–18.12
screen options 18.10
airfoil
defined G.1
horizontal stabilizer 17.2
alternator exhaust
seal 21.26
angle of incidence, defined G.1
arm rests 20.7–20.8
avionics
circuit breakers table 23.6
axel
mounting to gear legs 11.9

oil cooler 21.13, 21.14–21.19
pieces described 21.12, 21.13
rear vertical panels 21.20–21.22
baffling seal
fit 21.25
installing 21.28
baggage door
installing 19.3–19.8
installing hinges 19.4
locks/latches 19.5
weather seal 19.8
baseline, defined G.1
battery
box location options 23.4
cabling requirements 23.6
bearing blocks
installing for flaps 13.6
bellcrank
support 7.4
bias, defined G.1
BID 2.2, G.1
defined G.1
schedules, defined G.1
tape, defined G.1
blueprints 1.4, 3.2, 6.2, 7.2, 9.2, 13.2, 15.2, 21.2
bodywork
bottom fuselage recommendation 6.1
braided hose
for fuel lines 14.3
types for fuel lines 14.4
brakes
assembly 11.10–11.12
connecting master cylinders 12.4, 12.12
filling reservoir 12.17

B
baffling
deck brackets 21.23, 21.24
factory installed 21.12, 21.52
fit 21.13
installing 21.12–21.28
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filling with brake fluid 12.17
installing brake lines 12.12–12.16
installing fittings 12.11
installing master cylinders 12.7
installing reservoir 12.5
line interference 12.15
line lengths 12.15
parking 12.4
prerequisites for assembly 11.12
bulkhead
aft 6.4
baggage 6.4
fittings for brakes 11.12
fittings for fuel lines 14.7
fittings for fuel return line 14.11
for wheel pants 11.14
forward 7.4
FS 185 8.5
battery box 23.4
transit hole 8.13
reinforced for seat belts 15.10
seat belt bolt 7.7, 15.28
support 7.9

C
cabin
air, see also air scoop
defroster 22.8–22.10
dust cover 22.8
floorboards 20.12–20.14
fuel lines cover 20.15
interior panels, overview of 20.3
light 23.13
making arm rests 20.7–20.8

making side panels 20.9–20.11
making the hat rack 20.4–20.6
cable
Adel clamp modification 21.20
for oil cooler door 21.16
induction air filter 21.50
mixture control 21.33
prop governor 21.34
rudder 12.18–12.23
throttle cable 21.32
capstrips 17.6
defined G.1
for horizontal stabilizer 17.2
mounting horizontal stabilizer 17.7
center line
calculating 16.3
closing vertical stabilizer/rudder assembly 18.29
defined G.1
horizontal stabilizer 17.2
positioning instrument panel 22.4
center of gravity, see CG
center, defined G.1
CG
allowable CG range 25.2
checking 23.4
defined G.1
limitations 20.4
range 25.1
changes during construction 2.2
chord line 16.5
chord, defined G.1
chordline, see chord
circuit breakers 23.6
misc. electrical table 23.6

ES

CL, see center line
clearance
between door and fuselage 6.15
brakes 11.9
checking during annual maintenance B.3
cowling to baffling 21.13
cowling to spinner 21.46
elevator to vertical stabilizer 3.8
for control stick 8.7
for pushrods 4.8, 4.19
for torque tube 7.9
for upholstery 6.28
front shroud to engine block 21.25
hole in aileron spar 4.4
pushrod 15.19
seat belt gusset to aileron crossover tube 15.9
tire and wheel-pant bulkhead 11.14
console
overhead 6.21–6.23
Continental engine 21.1, 23.6
battery location options 23.4
control systems 21.31–21.34
control sticks
ailerons 7.18
binding up 8.17
brake line interference 12.15
elevators 8.3, 8.12
pitch input 8.6
control stops 7.19
control systems 21.31–21.34
engine primary 21.1
cotton flox
defined G.1
counterbalancing
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ailerons 4.20
elevators 3.3
rudder 18.27
countersink
defined G.1
counterweights
attaching 3.4
for ailerons 4.20
for elevators 3.3
for rudder 18.27
cowling
aligning 21.46
finishing 21.49
fit 21.47
installing 21.46–21.49
landing lights 23.14
nose strut 21.46
oil access door 21.47
cradles
for fuselage 6.3
position 6.3
crossover tube 12.8
calculating length of 7.15
cutting table 1.6
cylinder
drain lines 21.40

D
deck brackets 21.23, 21.24
deflection
for flaps 13.15
defroster 22.8–22.10
Delrin guides 13.4, 13.8
Delrin mounts 12.8

DH348 6.17, 6.18
dihedral
defined G.1
dimples
fuselage 6.6
distributor
see fuel distributor
Divinycell 20.9
door
criteria for good fit 6.14
fitting 6.13–6.14
installing hinges 6.17–6.18
optional lock 6.16
seal 6.19, 24.12
seal connection 6.19, 24.12
seal pump (electric/manual) 24.11
wiring the door seal pump 23.19
door, baggage
installing 19.3–19.8
doorframe
bonding to fuselage 6.15
fitting 6.9–6.12
hinge pockets 6.10
drain lines
cylinder 21.40
exits 21.42
for NACA scoop 18.11–18.12
fuel distributor 21.41
dust cover 22.8

determining wire size 23.1
door seal pump 23.19
exterior lights 23.13
firewall wiring 23.7
for wing tips 10.5
fuel pump wiring schematic 23.16
grounding 23.6
wiring options 23.1
wiring schematic 23.6
wiring techniques 23.6–23.8
wiring the flaps 23.9–23.12
elevators
calculating length of pushrod 8.10, 8.13, 8.15
clearance 3.8
connection order 8.16
control sticks 8.12
counterbalancing 3.3
finding neutral 8.15
idler arm 8.4
idler arm in neutral 8.13
inspection panels 18.13–18.15
last connection criteria 8.15
making the torque tube cover 15.19–15.20
mounting idler arm 8.5
pushrod enclosure 8.8–8.9
pushrods 8.10–8.16
setting to aileron travel 8.17
torque tube 8.6
travel 3.6
travel stops 3.6, 8.16
trim tab 3.3
weldment 8.16
engine 21.1
battery requirements 23.6

E
electrical
aileron servo wiring 23.17
circuit breakers 23.6
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control systems 21.31–21.34
exhaust 21.10–21.11
fuel system requirements 14.8
hoist 21.8
location of primary control systems 21.31
mount isolators 21.8
mounting 21.8
oil systems 21.43–21.44
propeller 21.45
torque for mounts 21.9
used 21.12
epoxy 1.15
epoxy pump 1.11
exhaust
drain line clearance 21.40
installing 21.10–21.11

F
FAA regulations 25.1
fair in
defined G.1
fairings
aligning wheel pants 11.15
defined G.1
fuselage-gear 11.19–11.20
gear-leg 11.13
main gear 11.13–11.20
see also wing fairings
wheel pants 11.14
finger strainers 14.4
fireshield 21.36
firewall
installing brake reservoir 12.5
positioning of instrument panel 22.4

wiring 23.7
fitting
defined G.1
flanges
for fresh air 24.3
fuel pump 21.29
wing tips 10.4
flaps
actuator 23.9
adjusting 13.15
alignment holes for torque tube 13.5
bearing blocks 13.4, 13.5, 13.6
connecting 13.12
control arm 13.4, 13.9
coupler 13.4
deflection 13.15
Delrin guides 13.8
hardpoint 9.12
inboard edge 9.4
installing motor 13.11
installing pushrod 13.12–13.14
limit stops 23.12
magnetic reed switches 23.10
micro switches 13.1, 13.15
mounting motor 13.9
optional access opening 13.12
problem with excess friction 13.7
pushrods 13.14
settings 13.15
stall speed 13.1
torque tube 13.4, 13.7
torque tube length 13.13
travel 13.1
wiring 23.9–23.12

wiring motor 23.9
wiring schematic 23.12
floorboards 20.12–20.14
flox
defined G.1, G.2
foot rest, change 20.1
forward
defined G.2
forward seat mount
and fuel lines 14.6
FS
defined G.2
FS, see fuselage stations
FSLG
defined G.2
FTG
defined G.1
fuel distributor
drain lines 21.41
fuel lines
and sealing compounds 14.3
braided hose 14.3
bulkhead fitting for return line 14.11
calculating the length 14.4
draining 21.40
installing cover in cabin 20.15
layout 21.38
openings in fuselage 14.4
return lines 14.11–14.12
routing in fuselage 14.7, 20.1
routing through forward seat mount 14.6
schematic of lines 14.3
types of braided hose 14.4
up to firewall 14.1
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fuel pump
connections 14.10
flange 21.29
installing 14.8–14.10
location 14.8
mount 14.8
recommondation 14.8
SCAT ducting 21.30
shroud installation 21.30
venting 14.9
wiring schematic 23.16
fuel selector
and sealing compound 14.6
installing 14.5
mounting 14.5
fuel system 21.36–21.42
engine requirements 14.8
vents 10.13–10.14
fuselage
aileron openings 7.5
aligning bottom to CL 6.4
and horizontal stabilizer alignment 17.5
bodyworking 6.1
bonding in doorframe 6.15
bonding the wing fairings 9.9–9.11
building cradles 6.3
closing out 6.24–6.25
defined G.2
defroster 22.10
dimples 6.6
fuel line openings 14.4
fuel line routing 14.7, 20.1
hinge pockets 6.10
horizontal stabilizer. positioning 17.2

installing wings to 9.4
instrument panel positioning 22.4
joggle for vertical stabilizer 18.4, 18.5
mating wings to 9.3
pre-fit 6.7–6.8
return line openings 14.4
setting bottom to level 6.6
step location 16.3
trimming for vertical stabilizer fit 18.5
fuselage stations 6.3
allowable CG range 25.2
defined G.2
fuselage-gear 11.19–11.20
FWD
defined G.2

beveling 18.21
extruded for connecting trim tab 18.20
extruded for making trim tab 4.5
for baggage door 19.4
tension 19.4
hinge pockets
doorframe 6.10
fuselage 6.10
horizontal stabilizer
aligning to fuselage 17.5
aligning to wings 17.4
and fuselage position 17.2
bonding in place 17.7–17.8
capstrips 17.2, 17.7
center line 17.2
closing out 3.4
fore/aft placement 17.3
gap check to elevator 3.5
incidence 17.2
marking the placement 17.6
opening in vertical stabilizer 18.3
pre-fit 17.2–17.5
scribe lines for 18.3
trim tab location 17.2

G
gascolator 14.1
flange 21.29
installing 21.36
gear legs
attaching 11.9
axel mount 11.9
receptacle 11.9
gear, see landing gear

I
H

I.D.

hardpoint
defined G.2
for aft seat belts 15.3
wing fairing 9.12
hat rack 20.4–20.6
and weight 25.3
hinge

defined G.2
idler arm
elevators 8.4
housing 8.5
mounting for elevators 8.5
neutral for elevators 8.13
pushrod connection 8.16
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inboard
defined G.2
incidence
checking the wings 9.15
for horizontal stabilizer 17.2
wings to horizontal stabilizer 17.4
incidence board
defined G.2
induction air filter 21.50
inspection panels
for elevators 18.13–18.15
instant glue 1.15
accelerator 1.15
instrument panel
cables 21.16
door seal control valve switch 24.12
dust cover 22.8
fitting guidelines 22.3
guidelines for positioning 22.4
installing 22.5–22.7
lights 23.13, 23.15
pitot/static connections 24.6
pre-fit 22.3
support braces 22.6
wiring for flaps 23.9
interior panels, see cabin

J
jack stand 1.7
jig
toe-in for wheels 11.8
wheel alignment 11.7
joggle
defined G.2

for weather seal 19.8

interior for ES 23.13
landing 23.13, 23.14
tail position 23.13
wing tip 23.13
wing tips 10.9–10.11
lines
manifold pressure 21.35
locks
for baggage door 19.5
longeron
defined G.2

K
kit, storage 2.1

L
L.E.
defined G.2
landing gear
aligning wheel pants 11.15
aligning wheels in jig 11.7
assembling wheels & tires 11.4–11.5
attaching gear legs 11.9
brake assemblies 11.10–11.12
design of 11.1
fairings 11.13–11.20
installing axle 11.6
installing wheels 11.7
pre-installed pieces 11.1
verifying serial numbers 11.1
wheel pants 11.14
wheel toe-in 11.8
landing lights 23.13, 23.14
layup
defined G.2
layup table 1.6
leading edge
defined G.2
leg room
and forward seats 15.12, 15.13
lights
circuit breakers table 23.6
exterior for ES 23.13
instrument panel schematic 23.15

M
M.S.
defined G.2
main gear, see landing gear
maintenance
annual inspection B.1–B.6
maintenance tip
fuel line connections 14.7
manifold pressure 21.35
match drill
defined G.2
micro
defined G.2
micro radii
defined G.2
micro switches 23.9
for flaps 13.1, 13.15
microballoons
defined G.2
Military Standard
defined G.2
mixture control cable
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installing 21.33
motor
flap self braking 23.11
for flaps 13.11
for trim tab 18.16
see also servo
wiring for flaps 23.9

N
nose gear
wheel pants 11.20
nose strut
opening 21.46

O
O.D.
defined G.2
oil access door
latch 21.47
location 21.47
oil cooler
baffling 21.14–21.19
cable for door 21.16, 21.20
engine tab location 21.14
oil systems 21.43–21.44
oil breather line 21.44
oil pressure transducer 21.43
oil temperature sensor 21.43
Orkot 19.7
outboard
defined G.2
overhead console, see console

P
patterns
for wing fairings 9.8
peelply
defined G.2
peen
defined G.2
hinge pin 18.20
phenolic
defined G.2
for door seal pump 24.11
lock mounts 19.5
rudder stops 18.37
pitot
installation 24.6–24.10
plexiglas
handling 5.3
pot life, defined G.2
pre-fit
baggage door 19.3
dust cover 22.8
fuselage 6.7–6.8
horizontal stabilizer 17.2–17.5
instrument panel 22.3
rudder spar closeout 18.36
vertical stabilizer/rudder assembly 18.4–18.8
wings 9.4
prepreg, defined G.2
propeller 21.45
governor cable 21.34
pushrods
ailerons 4.16, 7.12–7.14
calculating length of 4.17, 4.19, 8.10, 8.13, 8.15
elevators 8.10–8.16

ES

enclosure for elevators 8.8–8.9
flaps 13.14
rod ends 7.14, 8.11
PV-1-A 12.4

R
reamer 1.8
receptacle
for gear legs 11.9
regulations
FAA 25.1
release tape, defined G.2
release, defined G.2
return lines
openings in fuselage 14.4
rod ends 7.14, 8.11
rudder
aligning sternpost 18.7
and vertical stabilizer assembly 18.1
applying BID to internal seams 18.8
balancing 18.27–18.28
cable connections 12.18
cables & brake lines 12.15
clearance to elevator 3.8
closing 18.29–18.33
closing L.E. 18.34–18.36
creating stops 18.37–18.38
crossover tubes for pedals 12.8–12.10
Delrin mounts 12.8
electrical tubing 18.25–18.26
finishing the trim tab 18.22
installing cables 12.18–12.23
installing pedals 12.6
installing the trim tab 18.20–18.21
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positioning spar closout 18.34
removing right rudder from vertical stabilizer 18.7
servo wiring 23.18
taillight 18.23
temporary mounting 18.20
travel 18.39
trim tab (optional) 18.16
trim tab location 18.19
wiring for taillight/trim tab 18.24
rudder cables
external 12.18–12.23
internal 12.23
rudder pedals
connecting master cylinders 12.12
in neutral 12.21
rudder pedals see also rudder
see also

S
safety information 2.1–??
scribe lines
vertical stabilizer 18.3
windows 5.4
wing tips 10.4, 10.9
sealing compound
and fuel lines 14.3, 14.6
and fuel selector 14.6
seals 6.19, 21.29
inflatible for door 24.12
stem connection 6.19
seat belts
aft 15.27
aft openings 15.16
BID reinforcements 13.9

bolt 15.3
center section reinforcement 15.9–15.10
front 15.25
gusset 15.9
installing 15.25–15.28
installing recommendation 7.7, 9.1
reinforcing supports 13.10
seats
aft back flanges 6.26–6.28
assembly 15.5–15.6
closing the forward seat mount 15.11
flange for aft seat bottoms 15.15
installing the aft seats 15.14–15.18, 15.21–15.24
installing the front seats 15.4–15.13
leg room 15.12, 15.13
mounting the forward seats 15.12
optional adjustment 15.6
pan for front seats 15.4
stiffener 6.28
supports 13.9
and flap motor 23.9
serial numbers
verifying main gear 11.1
servo
connecting the pushrod 4.7
for aileron trim 4.1, 4.2, 4.4
for rudder trim tab 18.2, 18.16
routing wires to cabin 4.6
rudder 23.18
wiring 23.17
shear box
cover 15.8
making the cover 15.7–15.8
shear web, defined G.2

ES

shop
setting up 1.5–1.7
size 1.5
side panels 20.9–20.11
slipstream 16.5
slipstream, defined G.2
spar
defined G.2
rudder closeout 18.34
spar cap
defined G.2
spinner 21.45
building option 21.45
split line
defined G.2
ST705-01 15.4
stall speed 13.1
static
port installation 24.6–24.10
step
chord line 16.5
installing 16.5–16.7
positioning 16.3–16.4
positioning criteria 16.3
prepreg panels 16.6
slipstream 16.5
sternpost
aligning to 18.7
alignment 18.8
clamping 18.29
hole for wiring 18.24
stop
defined G.3
storage
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premolded parts 2.1
supplies 1.14–1.15
switches
control 23.10
magnetic reed 23.10
primer push button 23.16
rocker 23.16
travel limits 23.11
systems
trim 23.17

T
T.E.
defined G.3
tables 1.6
taillight 23.13
in rudder 18.23
wiring 18.24
temperature
considerations 1.5
throttle cable
installing 21.32
location 21.32
toe-in 11.8, 11.15
calculating 11.16
defined G.3
tolerance
defined G.3
tongue depressors 1.14
tool suppliers 1.8
tools
described 1.8–1.14
shopping list E.1
torque

chart C.1
engine mounts 21.9
prop governor foot bolts 21.34
torque tube
calculating length 13.13
elevators 8.6
flap alignment holes 13.5
flaps 13.4, 13.7
mounts for ailerons 7.10
trailing edges
defined G.3
travel
aileron settings 4.16, 7.20
aileron settings & wing tips 10.7
flap limit stops 23.12
limit switches 23.11
rudder 18.37
rudder settings 18.39
travel stops
elevators 3.6, 8.16
flap limit stop screws 23.12
rudder 18.37
travel, see specific part
trim systems
wiring 23.17
trim tab
access for rudder 18.16
aileron 4.5
defined G.3
elevator 3.3
finishing 18.22
for horizontal stabilizer 17.2
locating in rudder 18.19
routing wires to cabin 4.6

rudder (optional) 18.16
wiring 18.24
TYP
defined G.3

V
vacuum pump
seal 21.29
vacuum system 21.51
venting
for fresh air 24.3–24.5
of internal bays 18.25
vertical stabilizer
air plenum chamber 18.11
and rudder assembly 18.1
applying BID to internal seams 18.8
cabin air scoop 18.9–18.12
clearance to elevator 3.8
closing 18.29–18.33
drain tubes 18.11
elevator inspection panels 18.13–18.15
horizontal stabilizer opening 18.3
joggle for fuselage 18.4, 18.5
pre-fit 18.4–18.8
pre-fit goals 18.4
removing right rudder 18.7
scribe lines 18.3
trimming for fuselage fit 18.5

W
water line 6.3
defined G.3
weather seal
for baggage door 19.8
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weight
example for weighing 25.3
moment 25.2
weighing aircraft 25.2
wetting out
defined G.3
wheel pants 11.14
aligning 11.15
bulkhead 11.14
calculating toe-in 11.16
mounting 11.17–11.18
nose gear 11.20
toe-in 11.15
wheels
alignment jig 11.7
toe-in 11.8
windows
and adhesive 5.6
fitting 5.5
installing 5.7–5.8
scribe lines 5.4
trimming 5.5
windshield
defroster reflection 22.10
installing 5.10
wing station
defined G.3
wing tips
alignment 10.5
electrical 10.5
fitting clear lens 10.10, 10.11
fitting to ailerons 10.7
flanges 10.4
fuel vents 10.13–10.14

lighting 10.9–10.11, 23.13
mounting 10.4–10.8
scribe lines 10.4, 10.9
see also wings
wings
aligning fairings 9.6
aligning to wing tips 10.5
bonding the fairings 9.9–9.11
checking the incidence 9.3
fairing access openings 9.13–9.14
fairing support ribs & webs 9.7–9.9
inboard edge 9.4
incidence 9.1, 9.15
incidence with horizontal stabilizer 17.4
installing to fuselage 9.4
landing lights 23.14
mating to fuselage 9.3
patterns for fairings 9.8
pre-fit 9.4
pre-fitting fairings 9.5–9.6
wiring
aileron servo 23.17
aircraft-quality 23.3
circuit breakers 23.6
determining wire size 23.1
door seal pump 23.19, 24.12
firewall 23.7
flaps 23.9–23.12
flaps schematic 23.12
fuel pump 23.16
grounding 23.6
magnetic reed switches for flaps 23.10
options 23.1
rudder servo 23.18

schematic for aircraft 23.6
sizes diagram 23.3
techniques 23.6–23.8
trim systems 23.17
WL
defined G.3
see water lines
WS
defined G.3
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